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Dramatis Personae
Please Note: Crescent City is an opera whose characters are involved in a fictionalized version of the religion
popularly known as Voodoo. Most particularly, this opera features a practice known as “mounting” in which
the Loa ride humans like horses or “chevals.” Though it resembles possession, there are subtle differences. Characters in Crescent City play multiple roles—Loa and cheval. These are listed below.
Performers and readers of this libretto may find it useful to note when the dominance of Loa or cheval shifts
in those scenes where both characters manifest. To ease matters, the respective character’s lines will be listed
separately in these cases.
Marie Laveau
Baron Samedi/Cop
Marrassa Jumeaux/Anna May & Susie
Erzulie Fréda/Deadly Belle
Baron Carrefour /Good Man
Jesse
Homesick Woman
MC
Chit Hole Pianist
Bound Ghost
Louis Clark’s Ghost
an ensemble of Revelers
an ensemble of Ghosts
Crescent City takes place in the first decade of the 21st Century. The action begins at sunset on a
midsummer Saturday and ends at midnight. Weather is cloudy with a chance of heavy rain.

A Note on Pronunciation
Crescent City takes place in a city analogous to New Orleans. Characters occasionally speak a creolized
French. Pronunciations are indicated throughout the libretto, via footnotes.
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INTRO
Sudden light on the Revelers’s flooding toward the audience. They are evil things, like sinister
clowns or trash Mardi Gras celebrants. Their sound is that of a stabbed zydeco, twisted second line,
murk blues party turning to a lynch mob. They’re a dirty hurricane. They appear for a moment like a
flashback then darkness and silence.
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SCENE 1. Sunset on Crescent City
We open on dusk. The air is so disturbed with supernatural energy, the sun looks submerged. It wavers and quivers, its sickly light falls on Cop, astride a heap of rubbish. He’s aged and weary, but
hearty looking; you can tell he was a bull cop when such things mattered. As he watches the sun sink,
he lights a cigarette.
Cop					
					
					
					
					
					
					
					
					

There you go now.
Make it slow.
Slow and easy
just let go.
I promise you
I’ll be careful.
Say goodbye, now.
Goodnight.
Careful. Go. Go.

He takes a last puff and stubs the cigarette out slow and then with an almost violent intensity. He
looks up finally as the sun drops. Checks his gun. He heads down the mound and comes upon Jesse,
who looks distracted and drowsy.
Cop 					

God-dammit, Jess! Look alive! Sharp as broken glass.

Jesse glares languid at Cop, making for to speak.
Cop 					
					

You got your roscoe? No—you do not, ha.
Why shoot when you can gawk?

Jesse extend his middle finger, kisses the tip and blows it at Cop.
Cop 					

Fine: be hackled. Just watch my back.

Jesse mutters—a thick drawl run through grit and silt. Doldrum-heavy, he takes his position in the
stakeout.
Cop 					

Nice. Last time they got past you. Hear some? Holler.

Cop begins to sing, Jesse joins after a moment. It’s a familiar song, enough that Cop can start it
almost teasing before they both sing. Pals.
Cop					
					
					
					

She say: “One mo ’gin
when the crickets sing
and-a one mo’ ’gin
when the clock turn ten.

Jesse stops singing, his attention sudden, still and intense like a cat’s. He hears something and his
absent drawl grows flintier as The Revelers music starts to rise.
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Cop 					
					

Ain’t no mystery in a drowned city.
Body wet as fish.

Cop begins to hear what Jesse been hearing.
Cop 					
					
					

Hear something?
It’s them.
Ain’t it?

Cop looks down the road for signs of The Revelers. He sings without intent.
Cop 					
					
					

“…When the midnight come
With-a beaucoup fun:
Gonna break your heart…”

Cop takes a strategic position, gets his flashlight ready.
Cop 					
					
					
					

’Bout time to get this party started.
This place still Crescent City, ain’t it?
We still police, ain’t we?
Law and order!

Cop flicks on his light and sees The Revelers (we don’t) in another sudden stab of their music.
Cop					

Christ!

Jesse is clearly nervous, like he wants to dig into the trash and hide, less for fear of The Revelers but their pull on him. He wants to join them, but knows he mustn’t. The Revelers don’t get
any closer, still Cop is disturbed by them; a gut-level revulsion. They are not right, unnatural. He
pulls out another cigarette and begins to put it to his lips. He stops himself, stubbing it out on some
debris—an echo of his action on the trash heap.
Cop 					
					

Hell with it. Die slow or on the quick.
Water’s deep, lungs are black.

Jesse hears Cop’s self pity. He mumbles a protest.
Cop					
					
					
					
					

I’m still breathing, ain’t that rich?
Not suckin mud in some ditch.
Yeah, you’re right.
I’m sorry.
Ought not talk about death...Death might hear.

					
					
					

(to an unseen Reveler picking a fight with another one)
You’d BETTER settle down! Gonna have order!
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The Reveler’s emerge, some pummeling each other. Cop has to make himself clearly visible to scare
them off. He doesn’t like doing this, but… Jesse drifts from his vantage as well, drawn to a large
puddle of funky water outside Cop’s field of vision.
Cop					

God DAMN. Stop that!

Cop pulls his gun, The Revelers break up, just a hair slower than what Cop would like and
looking at him too boldly As The Revelers leave, Cop heads back to his makeshift HQ.
Cop					
					

Ever see rivers turn against the flow?
Jesse?

He snaps from musing noticing that Jesse gone. This is not unusual, but still. He calls out.
Cop					

I’ll take Rubideaux…

					
					

Yeah… I’d better… this corner’s all clear.
Back to work.

Cop looks to where Jesse was. He begins to sing absently, a familiar song. Jesse hears the song and
sings along best he can. As he does this, he draws “circles” in the water with his finger—when the
Cop sings the words “break your heart,” Jesse splashes the puddle violently, making a sudden wave.
Cop 					
					

“…Gonna break your heart
Not mine.”

The music devolves… Cop walks off and Jesse squats, trying to make sense of the water which has
become for him a kind of sign.
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SCENE 2. An Ill Wind Blows
Jesse disturbs the water in the puddle, creating a tiny hurricane he “reads” like a magic mirror. His
prophecy is terrible and ecstatic. It should seem unclear whether Jesse’s actions summon attendant
voices or whether he’s just another voice playing his part. Any Revelers nearby don’t seem to notice
him.
Jesse 				
					

An ill wind blows
and dirty water bubbles up from throats below

					

and flows…

A spot lights, briefly, an open grave.
Ghost Voices 		

Come home, Jesse.				

Jesse looks out around himself. He still fingers the puddle, but now it’s almost as though the messages he saw in the puddle are broadcasting directly into his mind’s eye.
Jesse 				
					

The water takes the road and turns to swamp,
so we don’t know the road or where it stops.

					

Oh no!

Ghost Voices 			

Lay down awhile, Jesse.

Jesse 				
					
					
					

Crescent City bleeds before it drowns:
blood pouring through her streets in a scarlet swim.
Soon or late a mighty hammer come down.
Then the City gonna sip on one more gin.

Jesse stomps the puddle and runs toward Rubideaux.
Ghost Voices 		

Come home, Jesse.
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SCENE 3. Marie Laveau Returns
(a) Marie Laveau—an attractive, high-end-of-middle-aged African American woman—emerges
from her tomb stunned and in damp tatters of what was once a fine yellow gown. Parts of her body
seem to be missing. She staggers forth and collapses to her hands and knees, spitting out a mouthful
of brackish water. When she begins speaking it’s as though she is re-learning her tongue, her voice.
Marie Laveau 		
				

O, Marie, where you put yourself?
The ground, Madam Laveau.

She begins to look at herself, accounting. As she proceeds, she fusses over her clothes; she has shoes, a
dress but is missing many buttons, jewelry, a wrap and a hat.
Marie Laveau 		
				
				
				

Cher’ is this all?
Some here, some there, is all.
Eye on today, eye on tomorrow.
Yesterday? I don’t know.

She begins to take stock of her surroundings, slowly reintegrating herself. The cemetery is still in ruins
from Hurricane Belle which struck roughly a year ago.
Marie Laveau 		
				
				

Dead’s not past, dead’s the future.
Where we’re all going—where have I been?
In the ground or in a river?

She scoops up a bit of mud in her hands and rubs it on her shoes.
Marie Laveau 		
				
				
				
				

Marie Laveau has a foot in both!
On the ground and on the river.
Like a preacher with a whore
half in half out the bed.
A taste for front, back—or both!

She laughs, saying “You bad, cher” as she heads for the cemetery gate.
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(b) Marie Laveau opens the cemetery gate to Crescent City. She sees the foul smelling wreckage and
ruin.
Marie Laveau 		
				

What’s all this shit here, ha?
You a city or a sewer?

She wanders about the wreckage and begins to use bits of debris to fill in her missing pieces. Mesh from
a screen door becomes a wrap, a bit of plank fills in her forearm, a lace curtain decorates the hem of
her dress, etc. Disturbing the settled bits of the city, Marie Laveau stirs some Ghosts, though she
doesn’t yet notice. She is fusing with the city as she sing to it. If she preens, she faces a broken down
wall as if it were a mirror: she sees herself in the city.
Marie Laveau 		
				
				
				
				
				

There is music in your bones
and blood up in your songs.
Say there’s a tune in your bones
and murder’s in your songs.
You a pretty bad thing, missy.
City, you a pretty bad thing.

As she sings, Ghosts begin to rise up from the wreckage. She sees them and is fairly nonplussed like
an old dog catcher facing a dangerous, but distracted mutt. The Ghosts have the makings of a
crowd at a Bucket of Blood. They are an audience, rowdily engaged and seem like the bottle hurling
type. They slow grind, fight and cuss, drunk with death and memory. Marie Laveau sings to them,
but she’s busy trying to make sense of the space like she is the singer, the janitor and the stagehand all
at once.
Marie Laveau		
				
				
				
				
				

Now, there’s canned heat in your candy,
and kisses in your curses.
You got canned heat in your candy
and kisses fill your curses.
You a pretty bad thing, missy.
City, you a pretty bad thing.

She finds a soaked and moldy bit of canvas, almost as if she were magnetized to it. It’s rolled up. Idly
almost, mechanically, she begins to fuss with it. The Ghosts are wary and growing more menacing
as she handles the canvas.
Marie Laveau 		
				
				

You leave me when you stay here;
be with me down the river.
O, you gonna leave me—

She wrings out the canvas and as the foul water drips free she coughs up another gout of water. The
Ghosts shrink back from the liquid, terrified. Startled, she unravels it, near frantic. It’s an old cloth
poster of her, it reads: “Marie Laveau: Voodoo Queen! Roots removed. Futures seen.”
Marie Laveau 		

—if you stay here!
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She wrings it again and water pours from the hem of her dress. She rolls the poster up and grabs
a piece of glass from the debris. She holds the rolled poster to her eye like a telescope and the piece of
glass to the other end. She looks behind her at the Ghosts who make sounds of RAIN and WIND,
a hurricane. They charge at Marie Laveau, a great wash of water flooding the stage. She
stands, without wavering. When the wave passes, she tosses the glass back into the pile, unravels the
poster and sets it down on the ground, taking care to make it lay flat. She begins to move with purpose, grabbing bits of trash to improvise a kind of net or trap all the while hissing a chant quickly but
with a gradual crescendo. As she finishes the rig, she begins to scoop against the river’s flow. As she
catches bits of the city/herself, she puts them on the canvas poster. The Ghosts compose themselves
and are irritated that the show has stopped. They don’t like the current act.
Marie Laveau 		Up the river, gotta catch myself.
				Up the river, gotta catch myself.
				Up up up up the river, gotta catch myself up.
				
The river got a catch! The river got a catch!
				
Fish myself out now, fish myself out now.
				Up the river! Gotta catch myself up the river.
				
Gotta catch. Gotta catch. Myself up the river.
				
Gotta catch myself.
				
Fish myself out now, fish myself out now.
				
There you put yourself, Marie Laveau!
She knows she has a short amount of time. She gathers the assembled flotsam and holds it to her ear.
Marie Laveau 		
				
				
				

You say you gonna leave me if you stay here,
be with me down the river.
You gonna leave me if we stay here,
think you’ll find me down the river.

She tacks the poster to the wall and seems to straighten completely as she does so. Her bearing becomes
deadly serious and confident. When she tends to her hair and adjusts her clothes, it is not vanity, but
suiting up for battle. When she turns back around to the theater audience, she is smiling. Beautiful
and grim, a Blues Hero. Her clothes seem finer, the only remaining grime should be the mud in her
palms.
Marie Laveau 		
				

Just a pretty bad thing, missy.
And City: you ain’t going nowhere!

Suddenly a predator, she goes after the Ghosts, mercilessly. They howl and scatter, she catches one by
the collar—the mud on her hands make it corporeal—and puts mud on its lips so it must speak only
the truth.
Marie Laveau 		

Tell me, haint. What’s left of Crescent City?

Bound Ghost 		

Ain’t shit left. Nobody here but us ghosts.

Marie Laveau 		

You lie to me, ghost?! You know who I am?
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Bound Ghost 		

No, Flesh-and-Bones and I don’t give a damn.

Marie Laveau smile and drags the Bound Ghost to her poster and points at it. The Bound
Ghost recognizes her and snaps terrified.
Marie Laveau 		

You got five seconds and four are gone.

Bound Ghost 		
				
				
				
				

Madame Laveau! It’s all gone wrong.
Most folks is dead and the rest are beasts,
hardly no cops to patrol the streets.
One hospital left, beds full of bodies,
and two schools left but nobody studies—

Marie Laveau 		

How long ago!?

Bound Ghost 		
				
				

—one year, Ma’am Laveau.
A hurricane hit Crescent City
what’s left is just a piece of shit.

Another ghost, male, dressed in clothing appropriate to a man from 1888 attempts to stop Marie
Laveau’s interrogation.
Louis Clare’s Ghost
				
				
				

Shut it, quisling spook. Singing for that yellow witch!
Got my pistol ready. It kill like a three ought six!
You can go ask Mealey, how it laid him in a ditch.
He betrayed the mayor, and he shouldn’t never switched!

Marie Laveau 		

Louis Clare is that you? What you doing out the mud?

Louis Clare’s Ghost

The baddest ghosts are out tonight. All us out for blood.

Marie Laveau 		
				
				
				
				
				

Well, I swapped my blood for Sterno,
and my hair’s a noose untied.
A cottonmouth came and bit my toe,
it slithered off and died.
So, take me if you want me, boy!
You ain’t the first who tried!

Louis Clare’s Ghost decides to find sport elsewhere, dropping his gun and fading away.
Marie Laveau 		

(calmly to Bound Ghost) Continuez, veuillez.

Bound Ghost 		
				
				
				

Can’t you see this is the end?
That’s why the ghosts are out for blood.
Madam, please let me stay dead,
I can’t live through another flood.

Marie Laveau 		

What you say?!
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Bound Ghost 		
				
				
				

The city’s coming to an end,
so the baddest ghosts are out for blood.
O, Madam, please let me stay dead,
I can’t live through another flood.

Marie Laveau 		
				

Another flood comes. Another one’s coming.
Water drumming at city’s edge.

(She releases the Bound Ghost who runs off)
Marie Laveau 		

Get on, ghost, you’ve done your work.

She looks out toward the river and sticks her hand out to check for rain.
Marie Laveau 		
				

One foot on the ground, one in the river.
But when both feet are underwater—

				
				
			

Pretty bad thing, this City, missy.
Pretty bad thing, from up the river.					
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(c) Marie Laveau call the Loas.
Marie Laveau 		

Only one way and there ain’t no time.

Marie Laveau hunts through the debris; she finds a chicken bucket and a bag of peanuts. She finds
a beer can and pours it onto the bucket and peanuts. She kneels and begins to call. It takes great concentration.
			
Marie Laveau 		
				
				
				
				
				

Papa Legba must eat first. He’s the key,
the gate, the road. He’ll be by and by
when I call. Papa: this food is all I have,
my city has become a grave.
So meet me where the living fall
and the dead put on old shoes for travel.

We hear a WIND and then the sound of FOOTSTEPS—they should be syncopated, the steps of a
limping person. Next, the JANGLING OF KEYS and an OLD LOCK BEING UNLOCKED.
Marie Laveau waits, agonizing and focusing. At last, we hear A RUSTY GATE SWING OPEN
and FAINT MALE LAUGHTER.
Marie Laveau 		
				
				
				

Grande Erzulie Fréda,
cé chance ou gangnin;
no magic charm. Cé chance!
Erzulie please come to me.

Erzulie Fréda, a loa in the form of a beautiful woman, ENTERS.
Marie Laveau 		
				
				
				

Marassa un and dieux,
sun one, sun two.
Marassa Jumeaux
please, come to me.

Marassa Jumeaux, a loa in the form of two girls, ENTERS. Marie Laveau looks exhausted.
Marie Laveau 		
				
				
				

Baron Samedi
Lord of Saturday,
graveyard boss—
o, come to me.

Baron Samedi, a loa dressed as a male undertaker, ENTERS. Marie Laveau is severely weakened by the process.
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(d) The Loa gather around. Though in their respective dress, they are a bit at a loss as they have
not taken chevals. They are also perturbed about being summoned all at once. As the scene progresses,
they begin to take on their signature characteristics. Erzulie Fréda preens divinely, Marassa
Jumeaux mirror each other’s actions and Baron Samedi checks to see if Marie Laveau is dying
and seems somewhat impatient for her to do so.
Loa 				

This woman: improper.

Marie Laveau 		

Sorry, my friends, angels, o spir—

Loa 				
				

This woman: improper.
And chatty.

Marie Laveau 		

I have called you—

Loa 				
				
				

This woman summon me
to this ruin of a city.
But COMMANDED Baron Samedi.

Marie Laveau 		

What—no I didn’t—

Loa 				
				
				
				

She did not say please
for Baron Samedi.
This woman: who is she
but one who should know better?

Marie Laveau 		

Please Loa—it is Marie Laveau.

Loa 				
				

Ahhhhhhh. Marie. Alive again, no?
Does that never get old?

Erzulie Fréda 		

Perhaps not. Though she gets old.

Loa 				
				

Oui. Old and ruined.
She is like the city.

Marie Laveau 		
				
				

My gods, that is why I called.
I am too old and your strength never fades.
The city is in danger. A flood!

Loa 				
				
				
				
				
				

So? Who could tell in this fallen city?
Floods come. They go.
Water feeds all. Then swallows.
People just gulp and gulp.
Why should we help?
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Marie Laveau 		
				
				
				
				
Loa 				
				

I have fed you my faith,
good rum and fine sweets.
Every day the people praise
you with drums and fresh meats.

Baron Samedi 		

And she didn’t say please!

Loa 				
				
				

Why bother us for umbrellas?
Mammy Wata is the right loa.
Water belongs to Mammy—

Erzulie Fréda		

—as beauty to Erzulie.

Marie Laveau 		
				
				
				
				
Loa 				
				
				

I got one foot in dirt
she gave me one in the river.
Mammy’s price was dear,
now I can’t afford her favor.

Marie Laveau 		
				
Loa 				

But the people—

Erzulie Fréda 		

How they bit! How they bit!

Loa 				

When they got a little wet.

Marie Laveau 		
				
				
				
Loa 				

We need your guidance. You know that.
I been asleep for who knows how long.
Where were you when I was gone?

Erzulie Fréda 		

We should strike her dead!

Loa 				

Strike her dead we should.

Marie Laveau 		
				
				
				
				

Strike me dead and take my bones
take my bones for Crescent City,
take my bones and build a levee
take my meat instead of hen!

Yet spare none for each other
and become beasts with a change of weather.

Then the city’s already gone.
What remains? A little rain
for a little stain. A ruin.

—are a nest of rats.

Woman! You presume to scold!
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Loa 				
				

She would die for Crescent City
a ruined swamp of wicked men!

Marie Laveau entreats the Marassa Jumeaux who have been indistinct from the group until
now.
Marie Laveau 		
				
				
				

Please, take my eyes for to see
the good in Crescent City.
Loa: take my eyes so you can see
the good people of the City.

Marie Laveau cont.		
Take all you need—just save the City.
				
And just this once both my feet
				
will be on the ground.
Erzulie Fréda 		

Strike her down!

Loa 				
				

Baron, please. You are so hard.
Is this not sweeter than a shitty “please?”

Marassa Jumeaux		
				
				
				

Marie Laveau you got the cross
in you. Samedi, it’s Sunday in her voice.
We like the Christ, it’s Christians
that ain’t that nice.

Loa 				
				
				
Marassa Jumeaux		

Keep your life and your eyes,
we’ll only need a little bite.

Erzulie Fréda		

Though I think the pickings will be slim.

Marie Laveau 		
				
				
				

Take what you need my friends!
Thank you for your kindness again.
Strike me dead and take my bones,
take my bones for Crescent City.

				

I beg one more favor.

				
				
				

Please don’t breathe a whisper
of this mission at the crossroads;
Carrefour listens when the sun is low.

				
				

He has no taste for gentle work
and in all light seeks the dark.

We’ll search the City for righteous men—
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Loa 				

Yes, yes, we know our brother well.

				
His ways are his. Now our meal.
				
We’ll take to taste, not to fill.
			
The Loa surround Marie Laveau—not vampire-like, but a rough communion. When they disband, she collapses. The Loa head into the city. After a beat, The Revelers stumble upon Marie
Laveau and begin mugging her of some of the pieces of the city she used to reassemble herself as well
as other bits she was buried with. They look like they could do more damage, but Cop and Jesse arrive, flashlights cutting through the mob; the Revelers disband in a half-hearted, stumbling escape
from the law. Some linger a moment—why be scared of two rundown flatfoots?
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(e) Jesse runs over to Marie Laveau checking her pulse and listening for breath. He seems to sniff
at her, probably just to make sure she’s still living. Cop follows him, less urgent—he’s tired of corpses.
Cop 				

Is she another dead one?

Jesse drawls vehemently that she is not.
Cop 				

You think she’s alive?

Jesse indicates the affirmative. But something weird about this one…
Cop (brightening slightly)

Well, you would know little buddy. You would know.

Cop crouches down by her and checks to see if she’s alive. It should echo Baron Samedi’s business
from the previous section, though perhaps a little less cynically done.
Cop 				

Excuse me, ma’am?

He takes in how bad she look.
(spoken) 			

Hell of a Saturday.

Cop begins to note details of the crime scene in a little pad. He is efficient and focused, humming
faintly as he works. Jesse suddenly recognizes Marie Laveau. He jumps fretful. Cop is too distracted to notice. Cop waves him off and goes to lift Marie.
Cop 				
She ain’t hardly here.
				
Hey lady? She’s as light as smoke.
							
Pulls his cell to call an ambulance; no response.
Cop 				
				

Hello? Hello! Pick up the phone!
Even the doctors up and gone…

Tries again and no one answers. He gets frustrated and flings the phone into the water. He distracts
himself by checking on Marie’s condition.
Cop				
				
				
				
				

Yup, they picked her clean,
she just bones and clothes.
Damn, they did a job.
Smell like she gone bad.

			

City’s gone to shit.

Cop gets a good grip on her for carrying. Jesse is still frantic, but realizes Cop doesn’t understand.
He goes hangdog and follows.
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Cop				
				
				
				

Poor old soul,
don’t weigh more than a leaf.
It ain’t a body that’s heavy, ma’am:
it’s a body’s grief.
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SCENE 4. Deadly Belle’s First Turn
A chintzy, trashy bar on the Crescent City equivalent of Bourbon Street. Rising up from The Revelers comes MC. He is in a ruined tuxedo and his neck is thick with Mardi Gras beads.
MC 				

Welcome to Chatêau Chit Hole Bistro Bar & Grille.

The Revelers hurl bottles at MC who half-heartedly dodges them and then tries to lick the booze
from the spots where they shatter. While the MC is thus engaged, a hand from off Chatêau Chit
Hole’s stage places an easel with a dirty—but ornate—placard next to the spot where MC stood. The
placard reads: “Deadly Belle”
MC returns to his mark.
MC 				
				
				

Tonight we welcome an old favorite
back to the Chit Hole. Crescent City:
I present the one and only—

MC looks at the placard to get the name.
MC 				

Deadly Belle!

Deadly Belle enters. He is a firmly past-prime drag queen. His clothing looks like it was buried
with Marie Laveau, but dug up by a speed-addled archaeologist with a Bling-it-on Glue Gun.
Even so, he is not fully garbed as Belle; stuck, instead, somewhere between drag and blue collar workclothes. He shuffles in, wasted, teetering precariously on heels. The audience is mostly apathetic albeit
irritated that they used up all their bottles on MC. Still, there are a few drunk cat-calls Deadly
Belle acknowledges with leering, oafish attempts at demureness.
Deadly Belle 		
				
				
				
				
				

M’syoos and MumZells:
I am the deliciously Deadly Belle.
Yes: Belle. Belle as in “Hurricane Belle”
because we both hit Crescent City
but I’m twice as bad as that windy bitch.
Y’all remember Hurricane Belle? Natch.

Chit Hole Pianist begins a ragged intro.
Deadly Belle 		
				
				
				
				

(singing her hit, “That Belle”)
What a babe, that Belle.
What a dame, that Belle.
She drowns you in kisses
And sinks you down to Hell!

Chit Hole Pianist ends discordantly, abruptly. Deadly Belle doesn’t seem to notice, switching
right back to his banter. The Revelers in attendance don’t seem interested, though some might continue singing half-assed versions of “That Belle” even as Deadly Belle moves on.
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Deadly Belle 		
				
				
				

Merci! Merci. Thank you.
Yes, I love you too!
But tonight, I have a new tune
I’m sure you will like. Maestro?

Chit Hole Pianist begins another ragged intro, though this one has a decrepit syncopation that
might pass for a kind of swing.
Deadly Belle (begins singing “Who Gives A Shit”)
				
When you hear the wind is breaking
				
and you fear the endless raining
				
and it’s clear you’re God-forsaken,
				
why not forget?
				
				
So you say your favorite boy left,
				
you’re afraid you have no joy left
				
and your day’s the Savior’s toilet,
				
who gives a shit?
				
				
				
				

Life is just a sinking ship,
let Captain Twit go down with it.
I’ll be that rat chewing on the tip
[spoken: What else you got, bitch!] Who gives a shit?

Deadly Belle gives a little spoken interlude.
Deadly Belle 		
				
				
				
				
				
				

You know: I hear that Hurricane Belle
has a younger sister. And I hear tell
that sister’s six times as big,
eight times as ugly and ten times as evil.
They call her Hurricane Charity
and she’s packed a bag for Crescent City!
Get your rubbers on, boys. She is one wet, wild chick!

Deadly Belle goes back to the song.
Deadly Belle 		
				
				
				

So you think the party’s over,
you don’t drink unless you’re sober
and you stink of puked leftovers,
hope to forget.

				
				
				
				

The weatherman is quoting
that you better damn get going
or perfect your “dead man floating”
like a piece of shit.
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Deadly Belle cont.		
				
				
				

Yesterday you gave Death the slip
tomorrow she’s gon’ crack the whip
and I can’t wait for punishment!
[spoken: put a plug in it, asshole] Who gives—

a reveler			

—a shit!!

The reveler follows its raucous interruption throwing something we hope is mud at Deadly
Belle. It mostly misses. Another Reveler shoves the heckling one. Deadly Belle gets pissed and
launches into the crowd after the heckling Reveler. A melee ensues. Chit Hole Pianist plays,
incongruously, the first bars of a tender ballad.
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SCENE 5. The Good Man’s Song
We hear the faint sound of the fighting as we get our first view of Good Man—who hears the fracas, too—at work boarding up the windows of his house in preparation for Hurricane Charity. He
lives in Crescent City’s equivalent to the Ninth Ward, ground zero for Hurricane Belle and for longstanding economic ruin. Good Man re-builds compulsively. He cannot stop. His house should look
like layers and layers of building have gone on. When short on materials, he moves wood from one
spot to another, then patches that new void. He has become increasingly isolated as no one returns to
the neighborhood he has seen destroyed.
Good Man is a solidly built African American in his mid to early thirties. He wears work clothes
that document his labors from painting the walls to tarring the roof. In front of the house, there is
a damaged mailbox. It was washed away during Hurricane Belle. Good Man repaired it, but it’s
more of a patch job than restoration.
On the mailbox’s side, carefully painted is: The Goodmans.
His aria is the link between a work song and a blues. Within verses of the aria, the action does not
necessarily interrupt the singing. Asterisks indicate when verses end.
Good Man			
				
				

What is wood to water?
What would wade in the water?
Someone bring the river.*

				
				
				

Say: what is wood to water?
Oh, what would wade in the water?
Oh, someone bring the river.*

Good Man begins to paint the exposed wood on his house. As he paints, he leaves three unpainted
vertical strips, two short ones and a taller one.
Good Man			
				
				
				
				
				
				

What is wood to water?
Said what is wood to water?

				
				

What would wade in the water?
Tell me what would wade in the water?

A hole left to fill,
a boat meant to fall.
A cold royal flush
and the winner took it all.*

Good Man stares at the three strips as he continues singing.
				
Good Man			
Children: a son and daughter,
He paints over the two short ones, one at a time.
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Good Man 			

my woman: they sweet mother—

He paints over the tall one.
Good Man 		
				

see, my life waded in that water,
I got nothin but trouble.*

He drops the paint roller into a bucket of water. He then sets to reinforcing the front doorjamb so he
may board the door up.
Good Man 		
				
				
				
				
				
				
				

What is a wader to water?
Say, what is the wader to water?
When the water’s above
coming on down, ha?
When the water below
coming up, ha?
When the water’s outside
knocking on your door?

He begins to hammer rhythmically, increasing with the intensity of his words.
Good Man			
				
				

When the water’s outside
knocking down your door?
When the water’s inside

He begins to tear everything down that he’s been building.
Good Man			
				
				
				

ain’t no outside no more!
Ain’t no children no more!
Ain’t no woman no more!
Ain’t nothin but a hole no more!

He takes a long pause as he begins to survey all the damage he has done. In the distance, we hear a
resurgence of the Revelers fighting and laughing raucously, nearly demonic. This startles him and
he looks at the setting sun, giving him a strange kind of resolve as he regards his unprotected home.
Good Man			
				
				
				
				

You wanna keep a Good Man down?
Lord you wanna keep the Good Man down?
Just bring the river to his door,
and hold him there,
oh just hold him there.

He starts over again, where we saw him first. Boarding up his windows.
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SCENE 6. Nurses’ Scene
( a ) We are in Marie Laveau’s hospital room. She is unconscious in a hospital gown, the dirty
mound of her clothes on a chair in the corner. A dim TV dangles from a wall mount like a battered
hound’s head. The hound dreams of energy drinks and flood insurance. The hospital room is wan
from the assorted pains of its occupants. Inside the room in grubby scrubs, Two Nurses—Anna
May and Susie—rustle the secondhand equipment. They are anxious as ferrets, cokeheads each, but
sweet, sure, in their way.
Susie				

Which one’s this one?

Anna May 			

Jane Doe.

Two Nurses 			
That’s all we get these days.
				
At least she out the rain.
Anna May 			

Times is hard.

Susie				
				

Don’t say “hard.”
Make me think of 202.

Two Nurses

(mock bass)

“I took too much Viagra!”

Susie 			
				

I should ride that stud side saddle.
But your snitch ass would prolly tattle.

Anna May			

Na-ah, but you’d still get fired.

Two Nurses 			

No dough means no blow. Boooo.

Anna May 			

Times is hard.

Susie 			
				
				

Quit it, bitch. I gotta get laid.
Wanna treat your nose
when we done with Bag Lady?

Anna May 			

Bag Lady?

Susie				
				

Yeah, look at her clothes.
And that smell…

Two Nurses 			

Well, times is—

The Two Nurses pause and laugh, half-ass their way through their tasks—still, they do all that
they’re supposed to do. They are interrupted when the Marassa Jumeaux mounts them. It is sudden, they are not strong willed enough to offer much resistance.
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Marassa Jumeaux

Marie? Marie Laveau?

(sing)		
Marie.
				
Marie Laveau wakes up, blinking at the Two Nurses now the Marassa Jumeaux.
Marassa Jumeaux
			

Marie Laveau, we have news.
Charity coming for Crescent City.

			

Bringing gifts of wind and water.

Marie Laveau

How soon? How soon?

Marassa Jumeaux

Depends on the winds. Too soon?

				

Maybe not soon enough. All depends.

Marie Laveau

But the Loa—?

Marassa Jumeaux
				

Are in the air and streets of Crescent City
looking for cause to stop Charity.

		

Looking for good folks—

Marie Laveau

They’ll find them!

Marassa Jumeaux

Of course they will unless they don’t.

Marie Laveau

She a bad pretty city! She’s not dyin’!

Marassa Jumeaux
				

You should sleep now, Marie.
Your eyes just like burning rocks.

Marie Laveau

But Crescent City—

Marassa Jumeaux
				

Will be here when you wake.
Probably.

Marie Laveau
				

Angels! Please, send me Samedi.
I need to get him in my…camp.

She moves suggestively.
Marie Laveau
				

All my power don’t come from loa.
Some of it comes from lower.
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Marassa Jumeaux
				
				
				

Hope there’s honey in more than words.
We will fetch him. So you best rest.
Dormir1 child. Dormir.

Marie Laveau falls asleep as commanded. The Two Nurses become themselves again. They seem
startled, aware of the lost time.
Susie				

What the fuck—?

Anna May			

Holy shit!

Susie				

I blacked out.

Anna May			

So did I.

Susie				

Too much coke!

Anna May			

No more drugs.

Susie 				

I need a break.

Anna May			

You sho nuff right.

They exit as the TV news logo appears on screen and the theme music plays. A commercial begins:
“Have a getaway in your own home with new Julep Bath Balls…”

1

sleep: pronounced “droh-mee”
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( b ) The Two Nurses go up the rooftop to hide out and get high. Coke on the heli-pad. The syrupy
night is oppressive, dank-hot. The coke gets to work on them fast: mood-swings, euphoria, heightened
intimacy, rush…
Two Nurses (sung)		
				

Mis-ter Moon
How big you are

Anna May (spoken) 		

I had that dream again…

Susie 				

the drowning in the house dream?

Two Nurses
(sung)		
So damn bright
				
You blank the stars
Anna May (spoken) 		

yeah.

Susie 				

well, I had it too.

Anna May			

yeah?

Susie 				

Thanks a lot.

Two Nurses
(sung) 		
You ain’t so far away
				
you ain’t so far away
		
(spoken)
				
				
				
				
				
				

I could touch you
If I tried
Swing on down
And pick me up
And we’ll go flying off
And we’ll go flying off

		
(sung)
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				

When you’re full
You’re all I’ve got
I got nothing
When you’re not
We only got tonight
For us to make this flight
I’ve packed my bag
I don’t have much
New underwear
My old toothbrush (some family photographs…)
‘cause I won’t need much else
‘cause I won’t need much else
Mis-ter Moon
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Don’t pass me by
Save me mister
I can’t fly
And I can’t swim too long
This water is too strong
Oh, I won’t last too long
I won’t last

Anna May		
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
(on a dying note)
				

Don’t want
To be here
Want out
Want someone to rescue me
Don’t want
To be here
Want out
Want someone to rescue me
I got no boyfriend
I got no boyfriend…

Spoken over a burst of conga drumming… they are dancing, this is in touching distance of Laughin. They are flip, hard, funny, deadpan…
Anna May			

You gotta boy-friend.

Susie 				

Do I?

Anna May			

202. The amputation.

Susie 				

So do you.

Anna May			

Who?

Susie 				

316. The hepatitis.

Anna May			

No, he dead.

Susie 				

418. He like you. Frat boy.

Anna May			

Who? Oh yeah…

Two Nurses 		

Acute alcohol poisoning!

Anna May			

…He likes you better.

Susie 				

Na ah.
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Anna May			

What about the one you showed me.

Susie 				

Huh?

Anna May			

The one with the tattoo on his…

Susie (sung) 			
				
				
				

I don’t even have a daddy
A daddy of my own
A daddy who will buy
Me anything I want

which also ends on a dying note, the following, again, is spoken…
Anna May			

I want a kiss. A nice kiss. Just a kiss.

Susie 				

A just-a-kiss?

Anna May			

From someone nice.

Susie 				

A just-a-nice-boy just-a-kiss. No just-a-nice-man?

Anna May			

Ain’t-a such-a-thing.

Susie 				

Ooh girl.

they are hit by a strong down light, a search light.
Two Nurses
(sung)		
Helicopter! Look, he’s landing!
				
Look! The helicopter’s landing!
				
Take me! Take me, Helicopter Man!
				
Take me! Get me outta here!
They are waving up at the light and the downdraft of the helicopter is whipping their clothes around
them and their hair as they gaze up…
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SCENE 7. The Homesick Woman’s Aria
We see video of Homesick Woman (Mrs. Goodman) returning to Crescent City via bus. She is
dressed—not richly—but she seems overdressed for the trip. She is a Haitian woman in her early
thirties. As the miles between her and Crescent City decrease, it is like the road is driving itself—a
blade—deeper into her heart. Her aria is memory and confession of things she has tried to forget. She
carries a handbag and what looks like a rolled picture wrapped in newspapers from several different cities. As she sings, she gets closer to Good Man’s home—during the last three lines, the house
should be visible—though perhaps still distant.
Homesick Woman		
				
				

“Please hold me.
Don’t let me go.”
I left him.

				
				

The water rose—
pulled me to its arms.

				
				
				

It took my babies—
I looked for them
searched the lakes and rivers.

				
				

I found nothing but water—oh, nothing
in this world but empty water.

				
				
				
				
				

How I wanted to drown;
love me o water!
I left my man
—just left him there.
O love me.

She gets off the bus. She has no bag. Only a purse and the rolled picture. The damaged surroundings
pain her. She steels and begins the long walk toward the house.
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SCENE 8. Carrefour on the Move
We are at a crossroads, not only a physical one, but in a sense, an intersection of spiritual and material planes. Baron Samedi walks briskly down one path and is startled to see Baron Carrefour
moving, at a gangsterly pace set to meet Baron Samedi in the center of the X. Baron Carrefour is not necessarily physically imposing, there is simply an intense sense of malevolence around
him like a swarm of hornets—the air throbs red around him. He is dressed in a suit a lawyer might
wear, with a white carnation in the lapel, but his fedora is pure B-flick menace.
Baron Carrefour		
				

Ah, Baron Samedi,
what brings you here?

Baron Samedi		
				
				
				

A rude girl I’m indulging
has begged me go to the City.
Baron, it’s a waste of time
but her tears moved me to pity.			

Baron Carrefour		
				

We do what we must,
nothing more.

Baron Samedi		
				

Oui, mon frere.
And where are you bound?					

Baron Carrefour		
I think I’ll visit Crescent City.
				
The weather’s right
				
for business there.
				
Baron Samedi pauses, suddenly aware he may have set Baron Carrefour on the path despite
giving his word to keep it mum. On the one hand, this suits him fine, but there is a twinge of something else. He continues toward Crescent City
Baron Carrefour		

Oh, Baron Samedi.

Baron Samedi		

Yes, brother?

Baron Carrefour		
				
				
				
				
Baron Samedi		

Dogs obey. Gators fight.
Dogs fetch. Gators bite.
Dogs rollover. Gators kill.
Everything does what it will.

Baron Carrefour		
				

Oui, Samedi, but Alligators, too.
Alligators, good Baron. Adieu.

Dogs, brother?

Baron Carrefour grins toothily at his proverb and passes Baron Samedi who looks on shaking
his head—maybe in sympathy—for Crescent City.
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SCENE 9. Marie and Baron Samedi
Back in Marie’s Hospital Room, Baron Samedi swaggers in, and as the News theme plays, shuts
off the TV. Marie Laveau stirs, coquettishly. She sits up, powerful and alive, fixing her eyes on
Baron Samedi.
Marie 			
				

Where the hell’s the party?
Where’s the damn parade?

Baron Samedi hops on her bed,.
Baron Samedi		

Right here. Let’s make our own.

He snaps his fingers.
Baron Samedi		
				

Let’s make our own
Damn party you and me.

A team of Revelers dressed as 19th century waiters wheel in a trolley with covered dishes.
More will follow. An ice bucket is set up, champagne is produced, popped, poured...in
the course of the scene the Baron and Marie are beset by an onslaught of showy dishes,
plates, cutlery, over attentive service, course after course all served on the bed, it’s a bit
oo-la-la Frenchy-fancy-pantsy performance with which they must attempt to cope, eating
and drinking, while playing the scene with full concentration...
Marie Laveau		
				

Poor Baron Samedi,
Business must be pretty bad.

Baron Samedi		
				
				

Boom and bust...Well you would know
Maman, Memaw, Madame Mare Laveau...
you’re old Marie.

Marie Laveau		

And what is old?

Baron Samedi		

When you outlive your savings.

Marie Laveau		

Ha. Damn right.

(smacks her lips at the champagne...just right)
Marie Laveau		
				
				
				
				
				

j’suis vieille
et je ne trouve plus sommeil
toutes nuits je veille
c’est le silence voyez-vous,
qui me reveille: je veut du bruit!
je veut la bonne cacaphonie!

Baron Samedi		

Sing in the English!
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Marie Laveau		
				
				
				
				
				

I’m ol’
An I don’ sleep no more
wake all damn night.
In all this quiet, that is obvious
It keeps me up: give me some noise!
gimme some racket, firecrackers!

(all the action freezes)
Marie Laveau		

Listen...nothing.

(service recommences...)
Baron Samedi		
				
				
				
				
				
				

Nobody much left here
They all chez moi
Many more dead than a-livin’
n’est-ce pas?
Mostly the folks don’t make it.
You perhaps, maman?
Even the longest life’s a tiny cependant.

Marie Laveau		
				
				
				
				
				

Meanwhile! Meanwhile!
There’s only the here and now
Meanwhile’s for if you ain’t a-livin’
Baby, I know how
You may ask me, sweet Baron
Je te dirai la meme chose, toujours Non!

Baron Samedi		

You’re old Marie

Marie Laveau		

And what is old?

Baron Samedi		

When you outlive your savings.

Marie Laveau		

Ha.

Baron Samedi		

Nothing missing? Are you sure?

stricken, a realization
Marie Laveau		
				

Where the children?
Ou sont les enfants?

(the Revelers resume their service but uneasily)
Marie Laveau 		

you been takin’ les petits
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stead of women and grown men, Baron?
tu es méchant, Baron,
vraiment t’es bien mechant!

Baron Samedi		
				

No no I ain’t takin babies…there ain’t babies here.
nothin but the sick and old.

Marie Laveau		

I don’t believe you.

(the Revelers hurriedly start to clear)
Baron Samedi		
				
				

And the rich…
you see schools?
You see the baby carriage?

Marie Laveau		

Where the houses?

Baron Samedi		
				
				

Nothin’ but hotels, casinos
roads from nowhere leadin’ nowhere
money goin’ up in smoke...

The music has died away...the Revelers and all traces of the meal are gone...
Surrounding the cubicle, the stage is empty, huge...
Marie Laveau		

Where we at?

Baron Samedi tad guilty

The crossroads

Marie Laveau		

Ah, we at the crossroads!

Baron Samedi		
				
				
				

This whole place is at the crossroads
It maybe already dead
maybe you, too, petit.2
No one left worth lovin’ here.

(Marie crumples up in a heap)
					
Baron Samedi		
Come on and live with me
				
there’s no more city
				
no more fun
				
soon there won’t be anyone
				
tout le monde sera parti.
He exits as the Two Nurses have entered...the old lady is in great discomfort...distressed...
Marie Laveau		
I want my angels,
				
come to me,
2
child: pronounced “pehTEE”
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tell me
counsel your Marie.

The two girls go to work to raise her, one brings the bedpan... they do their work surprisingly well, tenderly. They sing as the Grande Ange and Petite Ange however...
Two Nurses 			
We want to stay, we want to,
				
restes, Marie
Marie Laveau(deciding)
(spoken)		
The two nurses exit.

I’m not goin’ away today.
Am I?
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INTERLUDE “Charity’s A-Coming”
VERSE 1
O, Charity’s a-comin and I hear she’s coming hard,
she wakes up by the harbor and winds-up in your yard.
they say that she’s a squirter and that layin with her’s murder
that Charity’s a flirter and she’s got her eye on me.
CHORUS
O, she’s stridin down the levee with her skirt up in her hand
and the devil is her chaperone, get-it-gone while you still can.
VERSE 2
O, Charity’s a-comin and I hear she’s hot-to-trot,
she’ll grin a mile when she’s all done, don’t care if you do not.
like weather she gets wetter whether you whither or weather
it really won’t upset her, lord she’s got her eye on me!
VERSE 3
O, Charity’s a-comin and I hear she likes it rough,
she’ll dig her spurs and ride you off until you’ve had enough!
she’ll put you out to pasture, ‘fore she cocks her gat and blasts you
that Charity’s a bastard and she’s got her eye on me!
CHORUS
O, she’s stridin down the levee with her skirt up in her hand
and the devil is her chaperone, get-it-gone while you still can.
VERSE 4
O, Charity’s a-comin and I hear she’s mighty mean
she dress her darlins all in blue even when they favor green.
she drives her loves to drinkin, leaves them face down and a-stinkin
I feel my poor heart sinkin ’cause she’s got her eye on me.
CHORUS
O, she’s stridin down the levee with her skirt up in her hand
and the devil is her chaperone, get-it-gone while you still can.
VERSE 5
O, Charity’s a-comin and I hear she’s packed her things,
she’s peekin in the windows, I hear my doorbell ring.
I hid behind the sofa makin’ like I wasn’t home and
she bust the door wide open, oh, she’s got her eye on me!
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CHORUS
O, she’s stridin down the levee with her skirt up in her hand
and the devil is her chaperone, get-it-gone while you still can.
VERSE 6
O, Charity’s a-comin and I hear she go all night
so best be out your boudoir when that gal cut out the lights!
she love to lay her lovers under muddy sheets and covers,
you’ll never see another dawn, she’s got her eye on me.
CHORUS
O, she’s stridin down the levee with her skirt up in her hand
and the devil is her chaperone, get-it-gone while you still can.
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SCENE 10. Samedi and the Cop
In this scene, Cop sings as himself and Baron Samedi. Parts are marked to suggest character
changes, not new performers on stage.
Cop is on his beat, his flashlight cuts through the dark parts of the stage on an eerily quiet block
in Crescent City. He looks less like he’s trying to find something and more like he doesn’t want to be
found. Satisfied, he puts away his flashlight and pulls out a cigarette. He looks around.
Cop				

Jesse—?

Beat. Cop pulls out his lighter. When he flicks the spark, we see a shadow with Baron Samedi’s
outline. He lights the cigarette. He doesn’t keep it in his mouth, instead, he inhales the smoke wafting
from the ignited end.
Baron Samedi 		
				

Who would kill a city with water?
Burning’s always better.

Cop drops the cigarette and spins with his flashlight and pistol, training both at a spot on stage
where they land on a reflective surface. As he gets closer, he sees his reflection. He is startled.
Cop 				

Who the hell was that?!

Cop stiffens, then as Baron Samedi takes hold, relaxes into a more debonair attitude, putting
away the gun. He shakes his head ruefully at the mirror and heads back to pick up the cigarette.
Baron Samedi 		
				

When water eats, it leaves the bones,
Fire devours all but stones.

Baron Samedi takes a long drag. He coughs almost daintily and tries to hide it as he returns to the
mirror.
Baron Samedi 		

Water washes clean the tricks and lies

He coughs, less subtly now.
				

and flame’s black smoke gets in your—

Baron Samedi launches into a coughing fit, dropping the cigarette. He comes back as Cop, startled, again drawing his pistol. He jabs the gun around himself, searching for targets. When he notices the smoke, he looks down, sees the cigarette and grounds it out with his foot. As he looks back up,
he is Baron Samedi.
Baron Samedi		
				

Why you rude little shit!
I was smoking that!

Baron Samedi disarms himself, grabs himself by his own lapel and hauls himself to face the mirror.
He remains calm, but tight.
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Baron Samedi		
				
				
				

I am not inclined to violence
and you are clearly overtired.
There are matters at hand
greater than you imagine.

Baron Samedi relaxes and straightens himself up as a teacher would adjust a messy schoolchild.
Baron Samedi		
We believe it best you take a break
				
order a whiskey, eat a steak,
				
find a woman, enjoy her grace—
				
Crescent City’s such a waste.
				
Can’t have you ruining the odds,
				
human life should be left to gods.				
				
Cop struggles to assert control, reaching for his pistol. Baron Samedi resists but it is harder than
he thinks it should be.
Baron Samedi		
				

Such determination and pride,
sadly they are so misguided.

Cop is getting closer to taking over.
Baron Samedi 		
				

Do you think you can stop the city’s pain?
You can’t hope to stop the Baron!

Cop gets his hands on the pistol. Baron Samedi begins to laugh heartily.
Cop				

Get off me! Get off me!

Baron Samedi 		
				
				
				
				

What will you do, blow out your brains?
You lived through the last hurricane;
were you too afraid to die back then,
and now find courage in your gun?
Oui, mon cheval3: look down the barrel—

Baron Samedi turns the gun toward Cop’s face.
Baron Samedi 		

There’s your courage! Swallow it whole!

Baron Samedi and Cop struggle and Cop, beaten, cries out. They fire the pistol into the earth—
into Crescent City. Cop puts his gun away. He says something he has never admitted before and it
hurts as much as relieves him.
Cop 				

I’m so tired.

Baron Samedi takes total control.				
3 horse “shwahl”
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Baron Samedi 		

Yes, you are.

Baron Samedi begins to stroll toward the Chit Hole.
Baron Samedi 		
				

You’ll sit this one out, have a stiff drink.
What’s that song you like to sing?

Baron Samedi begins singing “One Mo’ ‘Gin.” It is much more sensual than Cop’s version. As
he approaches the bar, the Chit Hole’s barrel house piano seems to be playing the song in its typical raunchy manner. The styles clash, creating an eerie mesh.
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SCENE 11. Erzulie Inhabits Deadly Belle
( a ) Back in the Chit Hole, the evening has worn on as the Revelers and entertainers have
sunken deeper into their cups. MC is facedown behind the microphone as a ventriloquist and his
dummy skitter offstage to ragged applause. The Chit Hole Pianist—near maniacal—bangs
out MC’s “segue” music and MC doesn’t move. A beat and the Chit Hole Pianist pounces into
Deadly Belle’s next number.
Deadly Belle enters again, looking worse than before, though this time he wears a dressing gown
over his dingy finery. The audience barely registers his presence and hoots without enthusiasm. He
hobbles to the mic, one nosebleed-high pump off.
Deadly Belle 		
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				

M’syoos and MumZells:
you are beautiful
and I am beautiful
and we beautiful
together! Just give it up
for yourselves
’cause if you gotta give
it up at least you getting something
for what you giving.

				

Right, y’all?

The audience seems uncomprehending and worse, unresponsive.
Deadly Belle 		
				
				
				
				

Hell with y’all!
Better give it up for yourself
cuz ain’t nobody tryin’ to take
yo shit but you.
But you can have your shit—

Deadly Belle turns around and faux-moons the crowd.
Deadly Belle 		

—and mine, too!

In that moment, Cop walks in looking a bit tentative. He is still reeling from his struggle with the
Baron Samedi. Deadly Belle looks over his shoulder, ass still stuck toward the crowd and sees
Cop. A fresh audience and hunky to boot!
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( b ) From the stage, Deadly Belle begins to flirt with Cop. At first, it is drunken and intentionally camp, but as Erzulie Fréda begins to mount Deadly Belle, it becomes actually tender and
more expert.
Deadly Belle 		
				
				
				

Mm. Mm. MM.
There oughta be a law
against lettin’ that much man
walk the streets without a leash.

Cop realizes Deadly Belle is addressing him and he looks up blankly. Baron Samedi is no longer on him; yet he is exhausted, rudderless.
Cop 				

Ma’am? I want a stiff drink.

Deadly Belle 		
Oh, honey, I want a stiff…
							
drink, too.
The Revelers are genuinely entertained by this and laugh accordingly.
Cop 				

I should eat a steak.

Deadly Belle 		
				
				

Well take a bite of me.
Like it rare?
I’m real pink on the inside.

The Revelers laugh even more. Erzulie Fréda is taking over.
Cop 				
				

I should find a woman,
enjoy her grace.

Deadly Belle 		
				
				
				

Baby, you supposed to say grace
before you take a taste.
And what you need
to find a woman for?

Cop 				

Find a woman.

Deadly Belle becomes more Erzulie Fréda.
Deadly Belle 		

Is that what you really want to find?

Cop looks up at Deadly Belle, but is clearly seeing something else. He is seeing Erzulie Fréda.
The Revelers seem to realize something different is happening and they get quieter, not quite uneasy, they hold their breath.
Deadly Belle 		
				

It’s ok, baby. You can tell me:
What you really looking for?
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( c ) In the distance, we hear Jesse begin singing his favorite song: “Under the Sky”—we can’t be
sure whether it is memory or a haunting. The Revelers hear it and they seem disconcerted by it. As
Cop “hears” it as well, he begins first to respond to it and then to sing it. As the narrative develops,
the Revelers recede, ultimately leaving the Chit Hole altogether.
Jesse			Under the sky
			Under the sky
			
I live under the sky
Cop 		
			

Jesse sang that whenever
we had a murder.

Jesse			Under the sky
			Under the sky
			
The waters move
			
And the winds
Cop 		
			

He’d just turn his back
on the blood and chalk.

Jesse/Cop		
			
			

I walk the shore 		
I watch the waters rise
Under the sky 		

/
/
/

I’d walk the shore
I’d watch the murders rise.
Blood on the ground.

					
And I ask the sky to let me live
					
So I may live
					Under the sky
Jesse			
So I may live the life that’s given me
			Under the sky
Cop 		
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

He wanted to live
but he saw those folks dying.
He watched those waters rise
he couldn’t turn his back.
He jumped in—
He couldn’t save nobody
I watched those waters rise.
I just watched them
swallow the sky.
Swallow the sky.
But Jesse—
he jumped in.

Cop looks up at Deadly Belle who leaves the club stage and totters toward the Cop. Deadly
Belle—not Erzulie Fréda—takes off the dressing gown and wraps it around Cop as one would
wrap a blanket around an injured child. Erzulie Fréda leaves Deadly Belle.
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( d ) Deadly Belle holds Cop. Cop is trying to keep everything back but his face is a cracked levee. Stone goes to water.
Deadly Belle
			
			
			
			
			
			
Cop		
			

Jesse did good, didn’t he?
He died good. He died
for Crescent City.
All you gotta do is live for it.
That’s the life he left for you.
That’s what’s given.

Deadly Belle
			
			
			

Same thing that always happens, honey:
we gonna live some,
then we’ll die some.
That’s all. That’s all.

But I don’t know
what’s gonna happen.

Deadly Belle sings as Deadly Belle—but not in the campy, sloppy way, but his true voice. He
isn’t quite maternal, but sheltering. Cop weeps.
Deadly Belle
Under the sky,
			Under the sky.
			
The waters move
			
and the winds.
			
			

And I ask the sky to let us live
so we may live under the sky.
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SCENE 12. The Report from the Marassa Jumeaux
We return to Marie Laveau’s room where she paces in her hospital gown waiting on a word back
from the Loa. The TV is on and a male newscaster says: “…and that’s Agent Melissa Harris with
tips on protecting yourself from identity theft. Next up: we’ve got more info on Hurricane Charity—so
stick around! Unless of course, you are evacuating.” Marie Laveau cuts off the TV.
Marie Laveau		
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				

Time a wet snake
chasing a lame rat.
I can hear the puddles
cut by scales and muscle.
O cher—you hear the dirt
scuttled by that serpent?
No offense, Papa Damballah!
I’m a mouse in a slithering kingdom.
Poor old souris4, she can’t run.

The TV flickers, and the Marassa Jumeaux appears on it.
				
Marassa Jumeaux
Marie, child. We got news.
				
Marie Laveau		
Y’all suns come with light
				
or you here to set?
Marassa Jumeaux
				
				
				
				
				
				
Marie Laveau		
				

Dusk, dawn—either, yeah.
What’s one without the other?
Someone lonely with only one way
to see a million things.
So, Marie Laveau, we bring news.
You choose which way it goes.

Marassa Jumeaux
				
				
				
				

Erzulie and Samedi might’ve found
good folk in Crescent City.
Meet us at the place where gators
keep time with mosquitoes.
Hurry if you like.

O, angels: tell your blessed curse
or bane my boon—just tell it soon!

The TV blinks thrice and cuts to a newscast. The male reporter says: “Hurricane Charity, promises
to be even more deadly than last year’s Hurricane Belle which has the Gulf Coast still reeling. This
could be quite a disaster for those people remaining in Crescent City—.”
Marie Laveau cuts the TV off.
				
Marie Laveau		
“…gators keep time with mosquitoes—”
4

mouse
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Ah—clever! The swamp it is.

Marie looks down at her gown and frowns. Quickly she goes to her pile of filthy clothes and grabs a
handful of dirt from a pocket. Then she takes a cup of water from her tray and dumps the dirt in it.
She stirs it a precise number of times and downs the draught. She closes her eyes, concentrating and
when she opens them a moment later she is smiling, nearly radiant. She grabs the hospital gown and
in one motion strips it off to reveal a spotless and quite chic outfit beneath.
Marie Laveau 		
				
				

The ground and the river:
I do just like the city must.
Keep a foot in both!

And with that, she strides out the hospital room, pure magic, yeah.
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SCENE 13. The Catastrophe
( a ) Lit by wan street lamps, Homesick Woman approaches Good Man’s house, clutching the
wrapped picture. She lingers by the mailbox. Good Man is putting the finishing touches on his barricades.
Homesick Woman		

Louis…

He stops. Sways a moment, then stiffens. But he doesn’t turn around. He begins to hammer a board
across his window. The hammering is rhythmic and increases in violence.
Homesick Woman		
				

Go easy.
You could hurt yourself.

Again he responds to her, slowing at first, near stopping. But he continues with resolve and growing
intensity.
Homesick Woman		
				

Louis, honey? It’s me.
It’s your—

Good Man			

I know who you are.		

Homesick Woman		
				

Oui. Of course. I—
I’ve come back. I’m home.

Good Man			

What—?

Homesick Woman		

I’m home.

Good Man			

What home?

Finally he turns to face her. He gestures toward the ruined house.
Good Man			
				
				
				

This ain’t no home.
This a dead man’s ribcage.
Our family was the heart.
You tore that out—

Homesick Woman		

Louis, I’m sorry—

Good Man			
				

You tore out my heart,
threw it to the flood!

Homesick Woman		

I tried to come home—

Good Man			
				

And where you go, Josie?
Why ain’t you come home?
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Homesick Woman		
				
				
				

I looked for our children!
I looked in mud and garbage,
and when I couldn’t find them
I tried to forget. I’m sorry—

Good Man			

How could you forget? What did you do—

He pauses, looking at her. She is ashamed, remembering things she would rather forget. His heart
breaks and he almost lets himself go to her. But in that moment, Baron Carrefour steps in, curdling Good Man’s pity to contempt, revulsion. See, Baron Carrefour likes to drive a horse toward a cliff.
Good Man			
				

Oh—.
Then you forgot me, too?

He begins to hammer a cadence similar to traditional drum music associated with Baron Carrefour.
Homesick Woman		

I couldn’t.

She unwraps the picture. It is of their family, it is damaged by water and wear. She shows it to him. It
begins to bring him back, but Baron Carrefour doesn’t want that to happen.
Homesick Woman		

Here is your heart,

She touches her chest. He is nearly there.
Homesick Woman		
				
				
				

Here is mine.
Let’s leave this ruin.
Build a new life
from our flotsam and jetsam.

Baron Carrefour bulldogs his way to dominance. Good Man bristles. He begins to recall his
aria.
Good Man			
				
				
				

What is flotsam to water?
What is jetsam to water?
When the water is coming again
and again and again?

Homesick Woman		

Louis!

Good Man			
				
				
				

Your love is that water, Josie.
Hurricane water.
It ran through my fingers
and left me shit!
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He picks up an armful of planks and tosses them at her feet as though he is damming her love from
flowing toward him. She jumps startled. He takes up his hammer—he doesn’t brandish it at her but
he is red-eyed. He lunges about, horse with a berserk rider, and Good Woman shrieks, drops the
family portrait and runs off. He pursues her briefly.
				
Good Man			
Stay away from my door,
				
Hurricane water!
He goes toward some of the planks he just tossed and sees the picture—he stares at it, reaches for it,
then, snatches up several planks and begins to hammer them to windows and doors. Frantic.
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( b ) As Good Man hammers, the Revelers theme begins to overpower his blows. He hears them
and makes his way inside the house, laying into hammering boards to the door from the inside. The
Revelers swarm the home attempting to tear at the planks blocking the windows. They hold fast.
But a small group of three Revelers discover the picture. One raises it high over its head. Good
Man sees them.
Good Man		

No!

As the Revelers begin to fight over the prize, Good Man tries to knock the planks from the door
with his hammer. The Revelers begin to rip the picture apart in their efforts to possess it.
Good Man		

No! No! No!

He finally breaks through and batters his way, a hammer swinging bull in the crowd of orgiastic
Revelers as they claw at his clothes or flood into his house. He sets upon the group still fighting
over the torn bits of the family portrait. The first, he kills instantly with a strike to the head. The next,
he mortally wounds with a bash in the throat. The third—a confusion of laughter and terror—runs
toward the house seeking reinforcements. Good Man gives chase and grabs it by the coattails even as
the Reveler passes into the house out of sight. Good Man begins to strike it repeatedly following it
into the house. There is violence inside and Revelers begin to pour out, many clearly injured from
the hammer, EXITING in fear. Good Man emerges from the house. He is bedraggled and covered
with Reveler blood. The wounded Reveler he struck in the throat writhes in the mud. Good
Man walks over and crouches by the Reveler, choking on its own blood.
Good Man			
				
				
				

You all gonna drown
when that rain come down.
Ain’t no use cryin
dry your goddamn eyes.

				
				
				
				

That’s just more water
for the dirt. Mud!
Just more water
in the dirt. Muck!

				
				

Shoulda never fucked with me!
Y’all shoulda never fucked with me!

Cop ENTERS, backtracking the fleeing Revelers. He approaches the violent scene, grim and
wary.
Good Man			
				
				
				
				
				

Do you know who I am?
I’m the Hurricane’s man!
And you all gonna drown
when that bitch come home.
We gonna swallow the sky
and spit out the stars!
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The Reveler dies. Good Man tosses the hammer over his shoulder. It lands on the ground at the
Cop’s feet. When the hammer leaves his hands Baron Carrefour quits him. Good Man realizes
he is crouched next to the dead Reveler. He is startled and in his efforts to scramble away from the
corpse he comes across a scrap of the portrait. It’s like he is seeing it for the first time. Cop observes the
blood on the hammer and sees the blood covered Good Man. Carefully, Cop picks up the hammer
with a handkerchief. The moment he holds it, Baron Carrefour passes to him.
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( c ) Cop sees Good Man who tries to piece the portrait together. Not frantically, but with concentration, as one would assemble something fragile. Good Man hasn’t noticed Cop who rushes
toward him and kicks him in the midsection. Good Man goes down, scattering the pieces of the portrait. He scrambles toward one of the pieces and Cop kicks him again.
Cop			

You gonna swallow what?

Good Man scampers toward his house. Cop follows him to the porch and shoves him so he collides
into the stairs. When he tries to get up again, Cop kicks him.
Cop			

Don’t move you piece of shit!

Good Man rolls over on his back. He stares up, stock still but for breathing. Cop begins to kick him
repeatedly. Good Man twists to his belly.
Cop			

I said freeze! Freeze! FREEZE!

Cop pulls out his badge. Shoves it in Good Man’s face.
Cop			

I’m the law!

Cop recoils, disgusted.
Cop			
			

There’s gon’ be law in Crescent City!
I’m the god-damned law, hear me?

He grabs Good Man by the back of the neck and yanks him to his feet, barely.
Cop			
			

Jesse died for people like you.
This what the fuck you do for thanks?

He shoves Good Man back down the stairs.
Cop			
			

You tryin’ to flee the scene?
I told you: don’t move!

He threatens Good Man with the hammer. Good Man flinches. Cop kicks him again.
Cop			
			

I’m the law.
You should hang for this!

He waggles the hammer in Good Man’s face. 		
Cop			

Now. Get up.

Good Man can’t do it. He just lays there trying weakly. Enraged, Cop raises the hammer and
smashes the mailbox. Then, using the haft of the hammer, Cop puts Good Man in a chokehold and
chokes him to death, singing:
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Cop			
			
			
			
			
			
			

Dark days comin and you won’t listen.
How we gonna make it
when the clouds bust open?
I won’t let you drag us through shit.
Can’t you see it rise?
Can’t you see it drowning us?
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SCENE 14. Judgment at the Swamp
We’re in a swamp on the edge of Crescent City. The frogs croak and black things drift in
the brackish fen. Swamp gas burbles from mud to low-slung vines, cypress lean like the skyline of a
ruined city. Marie Laveau slogs through this bog, head high but urgent she goes. The Loa stand
aloof to the muck which doesn’t seem to touch them.
Marie Laveau 		
				
				
				

Dearest friends
who know each riddle
before breath
cross the lips.

				
				
				
				

Angels, wise,
who know each roadway
before feet
touch the ground.

				
				
				
				

Please raconter5 me what
my city told you
from its whispers and hollers,
its churches and corners.

Marassa Jumeaux		
				

Erzulie Fréda, souer.6
Sister, say what you found.

Erzulie Fréda 		
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				

Sapphires in mounds of shit.
I polished them and lent them light.
A drunk in a bucket o’ blood
was soft behind his bra.
A heart that bled for tenderness
at another mortal’s distress.
Men still surprise after all this time
and I’d keep these from the storm
just for fun.
Maman Laveau: I found kindness.

Marie Laveau		
				

Beautiful Erzulie! Mother of love!
What you found was your gift to us!

Erzulie Fréda 		

Yes. It was.

Marassa Jumeaux		
				

O, Baron Samedi.
Great brother, say what you found.

Baron Samedi 		
				

Perhaps every ape don’t need be drowned.
I spent more time here than I cared

5
6

to tell: pronounced “kawhn TAY”
sister: pronounced “seh”
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seeking one who might be spared.
Haunting these streets like a stubborn hound
a fool played cop in that lawless town.
And when we fought I saw inside him—
humanity and friendship guided him.
And Crescent City made this guy.
Marie Laveau: I found honor.

Marie Laveau		
				
				
				
				

Baron! Strength and wisdom
are yours! My friends, with your
power we can stop this storm!
You found goodness, I knew you would!
That is your gift to us!

Baron Carrefour

Ridiculous!

Baron Carrefour saunters from the dank murk of swamp—not pompous, no, but stern and buttoned, a lawyer rebuffing an 18-year-old on a murder bid. There is malevolence in him like fine china—he can pull it out when occasions demand but it is precious to him. On sight, Marie Laveau’s
torso bows. The Loa look on, each slightly surprised except for Baron Samedi who makes to fake it.
Baron Carrefour
				
				

It’s my time to testify, ain’t it?
Maman Laveau: With your kind
and honorable permission?

Marie Laveau		
				
				
				

Baron Carrefour, crossroad lord,
who holds the way to all things in his hands.
Your words are honey—and were there time
I would drink them up, but we must go—

Baron Carrefour
				

It’s. My. Time. Marie.
Isn’t it?

Marie Laveau		

Of course. Dear friend.

Baron Carrefour
				

Baron Samedi, you were right
when you told me she was rude.

Marie Laveau whirls to Baron Samedi—she can’t believe he told Baron Carrefour of the
mission, nor did Baron Samedi expect to be exposed. His composure flutters but comes back buttressed—what does he owe an uppity cheval?
Baron Carrefour
				
				

But Samedi was wrong, too.
Your good cop is a bad cop—
a brute with a badge.
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He makes the law
to break the law
and murdered a man for murder.

Marie Laveau		
				

How much of that hurt was by your hand
O Baron of the crooked road?

Baron Carrefour
				
				
				
				
				
Marie Laveau		

Only as much as that pimp Fréda’s
who bends men’s hearts to her whim!
Even men dressed as women
are still only cocks—
and Erzulie’s love is a two bladed axe.

Baron Carrefour
				
				
				

I want what they want. I saw a man
who lost his home and rebuilt it foul.
And when he wanted blood
for what was gone, I only gave him the tool.

You want these folks to drown!

Baron Carrefour pulls out the bloody hammer.
				
Marie Laveau		
Baron Puppeteer! Double Crosser!
				
You want these people to drown.
How dare Marie Laveau—who is only meat—call the Baron out his name. His hatred turns him
vermilion, an oily fire in the swamp whose heat bubbles the mud and explodes the frogs whose croaking erupts in wet pops.
Baron Carrefour
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				

People? What are people?
Blood and meat
that fucks and eats.
If a rat dies in a trap
I wouldn’t waste a tear for that.
If a pig is dragged to slaughter
should I mourn? I choose laughter!
What ABOUT people?
They should beg for every breath
we give them. They should die
to thank us for their living!
And even then their lives are worth
as much as shit to a dead dog’s ass.
It isn’t like they have much else—
let them have this wealth of water.
Let them savor every single drop!
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Baron Carrefour passes the hammer off to Baron Samedi who passes it to Erzulie Fréda
and at last to Marassa Jumeaux. The blood is damning evidence—Marie Laveau awaits their
verdict.
Marassa Jumeaux		
This blood is Crescent City’s—
				
In the distance we hear the Revelers, their hymn of sirens and gunshots.
Baron Carrefour

And we must wash this filth away.

Marie Laveau drops to her knees in the swamp as Marassa Jumeaux and Erzulie Fréda fade
away—she looks to Baron Samedi who stands by Baron Carrefour.
Marie Laveau 		

Please…

Baron Samedi 		
O, cher. You done run out of savings.
				
But I will see you soon.
				
Wear yourself a yellow dress
				
cold and bright just like the moon.
				
Baron Samedi kisses her hand and vanishes into the swamp air. Baron Carrefour begins to
walk away and from some dark place in herself, Marie Laveau laughs. Baron Carrefour turns
toward her.
Marie Laveau 		

I have a riddle, dreadest of Barons!

Baron Carrefour		
				
Marie Laveau 		
				
				
				

Raconter, Marie.
What has one foot in dirt
and one foot in water
and is home on land
and in the river?

Baron Carrefour pauses only briefly, reaches down into the bog and pulls up a fistful of mud.
He points his gunky index and middle fingers at Marie Laveau.
Baron Carrefour		

Mud.

Marie Laveau slumps. Baron Carrefour gestures to the swamp.
				
Baron Carrefour		
Welcome home, Marie Laveau.
As Baron Carrefour vanishes, Marie Laveau stares at the muddy fen. Perhaps she sees her
reflection.
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SCENE 15. Party at the End of the World
We back in Crescent City proper and the Revelers party in full swing. Their abandon rides the edge
of horror. The sounds of a second line creaks from their jaunty limbs, trombones blat in the swing
of Hurricane-filled plastic cups. Their lurching appears almost a choreographed dance as a figure
makes her way through the crowd. It is Marie Laveau. Mud cakes her legs to the knees. She looks
at her people—even the characters we know seem to have turned into Revelers—and sees their
fates as the storm clouds conspire in the dark corners of Crescent City’s sky. She grieves for a moment
and then straightens. She is the juju woman from her posters, a queen’s demeanor and a charlatan’s
confidence. The mud on her legs might as well be silk stockings. She gestures sharp for silence and she
gets it. These people fear her even if they don’t quite know why.
Marie Laveau		
People of Crescent City,
				
you have forgotten who you are.
				
Just look at those clouds!
				
Ain’t we better hosts than this?
				
Marie Laveau begins this quietly. Almost delicately.
			
				
Marie Laveau		
The sky look like it could use a drink.
				
Drain a bottle of your daddy’s wine.
Marie Laveau begins to crank up the grit. 			
				
Marie Laveau		
Daddy’s facedown in a river of blood
				
So I don’t think daddy’ll mind!
The Revelers fall out laughing. It’s a laugh that gouts out their throats and swats at the audience.
They quiet down as Marie Laveau begins to sing. 			
				
Marie Laveau		
				
				
				

Tear the curtains from the windows!
Burn your mama’s favorite chair!
‘Cause the morning—well—it ain’t coming
and tomorrow’s not gonna be there!

				
				
				
				

Break the dishes with a mallet!
Serve some gumbo on the shards!
‘Cause the morning said it ain’t coming,
and the future yell: au revoir!

				
				
				
				
		
		

The sky still looks pretty parched to me,
but all we got left is scotch,
some homemade gin, a bottle of rum
and a dozen-odd bourbon shots!
Punch a martyr in the belly!
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Holler curses in his ear!
‘cause the morning sure ain’t coming
tomorrow don’t know the way here.

				
				
				
				

The sky looks like it’s about to puke,
everybody grab your parasols.
The old men say shit rolls down hill
can you guess where the vomit falls!

				
				
				
				

Tell your children ’bout the monsters
you’re keeping under their beds
‘cause you know morning ain’t coming
and tomorrow got shot in the head.

				
				
				
				

Dive deep into the water.
Never come up for air.
‘cause now the morning ain’t coming
and tomorrow ain’t gonna be there!

				
				

‘cause the morning ain’t coming
and tomorrow ain’t gonna be there!

Take your lover to a whorehouse!
Sell her for a dime of coke!
‘cause morning just ain’t coming
and the future’s going up in smoke!

Deadly Belle tosses his wig at MC who molests The Chit Hole Pianist with it.
A bus pulls off with Homesick Woman aboard, her eyes dead.
Cop: oblivious, fires his gun at the sky.
The Two Nurses have sandwiched a Reveler in a slowgrind.
Jesse escorts Good Man to the line of Ghosts shambling toward the rising river.
And Marie Laveau stands in the middle of the party.
Marie Laveau 		
				
				
				
				
				
				
				

There was Voodoo in your bones
and love up in your songs.
Say there was magic in your bones
and hard love in your songs.
You were a pretty bad thing, missy.
City, we were some pretty bad things.
And this god-damned world
won’t see our kind again.
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With that, Marie Laveau curtsies, takes a final shimmy, a sexy saunter to join the line of Ghosts
heading into the darkness under the sky. The ravenous waters rise as the curtains fall to the slow
croaking of a thousand frogs.

Fin.
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